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Abstract (250 words) 

Amid resistance from Ming loyalists, the Qing court enforced a maritime trade ban starting in 

1655. The move posed an obvious hindrance to direct trade between China and Japan, one that 

offered merchants in Chosŏn Korea the role of exclusive intermediary between the two. Although 

current scholarship has described that intermediate trade relationship in general, few studies 

have considered how Korea’s new role helped reshape its national economy. In this presentation, 

I examine that reshaping with respect to the introduction of copper coins in particular. 

The Korean government had tried since the fourteenth century to introduce copper coin 

as a metallic currency, and each time it failed due to lack of resources. Although the government 

regularly imported copper from Japan, total quantities were insufficient to support coinage even 

when added to production from Korea’s scarce copper mines. Resources were also limited by the 

tribute system in place before the seventeenth century, which restricted the number and amount 

of goods being transacted in order to prevent exhausting them. These trade balances shifted in 



the seventeenth century, when the maritime trade ban and improved relations between Qing 

and Chosŏn led to increased imports of Chinese goods. Korean merchants also acquired new roles 

as middlemen who transmitted Chinese and Japanese goods to trading posts on the northern 

and southern borders. Through these increased imports and merchant activities, the Korean 

government accumulated sufficient copper via trade tax and loans to merchants that by late 

century, it could institute the first nationwide circulation of coin. 


